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Any other comments you would like to share?
A total of 38 First‐time, First‐year students provided additional comments. 71% indicated excitement,
enthusiasm, or thankfulness for attending Evergreen. 13% of respondents commented about Student Life &
Residential and Dining Service, 13% commented on Academics, 11% Other comments, 8% Financial comments,
5% College in general. 3% each commented on the survey itself, Advising or Orientation, and Evergreen's
location.
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Any other comments you would like to share?
Enthusiasm for Evergreen
Very excited to begin my course studies at Evergreen and my future programs!
Again, I am very thankful to be accepted. I believe Evergreen was the right choice. This is my very first time
going out on my own away from my family and friends. So I'm very nervous! Thank you for this wonderful
opportunity!
Cheers to the upcoming semester, along with the next big step in my life! Gooooooooo Geo‐ducks!
Excited to start
Evergreen seems like a great fit for me ‐ can not overemphasize the importance of narrative evaluations, 16
credit programs, class size, cross discipline approach, and integrated stud abroad. Still unhappy about
frequency of class offerings, lack of course future predictability, and SO‐SR course vs. the well prepared
freshman. And why freshman ‐ how about "first year student"? Not much anyone can do about under state
funding. Extra campus visits demonstrated a great, sober student body, and faculty seem outstanding. Really
looking forward to attending!
Go Geoducks!
I am excited to start my journey
I am so excited to be a Greener!!!!!
I am so excited to start school in the fall!
I am very excited to be involved with this college's sustainable community.
I cant wait to start school again the summer has been long and boring! :)
I chose Evergreen because it seemed like a perfect fit, and I hope these feelings stay true for the four years I
will be attending there.
I have found a deep love for the faculty and surrounding environment of Evergreen. I am grateful to attend this
beautiful college
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I just thought that the student community was really compelling. I applied to this school on a whim, visited for
less than a day, and fell in love with the entirety of it.
I LOVE EVERGREEN
I'm excited!
I'm excited!!!!
I'm just really glad to have found such an amazing college, the students and faculty are so amazingly intelligent
and kind. Nobody treats me like I don't know anything just because I'm 16 unlike the other school I almost
went to, at Evergreen I'm treated like an equal and truly feel like my opinion and insights finally matter.
I'm so excited for evergreen!!!
I'm so happy to be here!! I'm already in love! Kudos to all staff and alumni for this great environment!
I'm very excited to attend Evergreen!
I'm very excited to start attending Evergreen :)
Love Evergreen. Is an amazing place and the professors by the way they talk to you they definitely show they
truly want TESC students to succeed.
Thanks for the opportunity.
There are people who scoffed at me for choosing to go to Evergreen, but I love the school so far and am proud
of my choice. However, I do wish there was a way that I could help diminish the culture in mainstream high
schools in Washington that feels Evergreen is a 'back up' school, because I feel it's a great exception to the
'normal' college options.
This school is heaven. But, the out‐of‐state tuition is out of reach, and I feel it may interfere with my focus
because I have to come up with x amount just to enjoy my education.
To be honest, the main reason I love the school is the location. I'm just looking for somewhere quaint and
honest to do my undergrad work.
Student Life & Residential and Dining Services
I just thought that the student community was really compelling. I applied to this school on a whim, visited for
less than a day, and fell in love with the entirety of it.
Evergreen seems like a great fit for me ‐ can not overemphasize the importance of narrative evaluations, 16
credit programs, class size, cross discipline approach, and integrated stud abroad. Still unhappy about
frequency of class offerings, lack of course future predictability, and SO‐SR course vs. the well prepared
freshman. And why freshman ‐ how about "first year student"? Not much anyone can do about under state
funding. Extra campus visits demonstrated a great, sober student body, and faculty seem outstanding. Really
looking forward to attending!
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I have two primary concerns with Evergreen so far. Firstly, high demand classes frequently seem to have
inadequate capacity for the students who are interested in them. Introductory, broad‐application courses, such
as Introduction to Natural Science, art courses, and first year language courses, should be provided at a level
where all interested freshmen can lay down a foundation in their areas of interest so that they can be equipped
as soon as possible to take full advantage of more esoteric higher‐level programs. Prerequisite classes
especially should be available to those who need to take them. Something I'm looking forward to at Evergreen
is taking interdisciplinary programs that show how different fields of thought integrate with my own fields of
interest; however, that doesn't mean I want to spend my time taking programs not even tangentially related to
my goals because I didn't win the rat race that quarter. Secondly, I have seen many mixed perspectives on
Evergreen's culture. This is perhaps a testament to Evergreen's diversity, but I am concerned about how
focused students are on their academics outside of class. I hope to find a niche where people are dedicated to
their learning, rather than just resigning themselves to jumping the series of hoops most formal American
education has been reduced to, but I'm afraid of being lost in a sea of countercultural ennui. I hope my fears
are baseless.
I need to know how the student government works at evergreen! It is something I've been doing since middle
school and I would love to continue that in college.
The way the laundry machines work was not explained at the beginning of the year, becoming a big,
unnecessary hassle when it was finally time to wash a load.
Academics / Pedagogy
Evergreen seems like a great fit for me ‐ can not overemphasize the importance of narrative evaluations, 16
credit programs, class size, cross discipline approach, and integrated stud abroad. Still unhappy about
frequency of class offerings, lack of course future predictability, and SO‐SR course vs. the well prepared
freshman. And why freshman ‐ how about "first year student"? Not much anyone can do about under state
funding. Extra campus visits demonstrated a great, sober student body, and faculty seem outstanding. Really
looking forward to attending!
I have two primary concerns with Evergreen so far. Firstly, high demand classes frequently seem to have
inadequate capacity for the students who are interested in them. Introductory, broad‐application courses, such
as Introduction to Natural Science, art courses, and first year language courses, should be provided at a level
where all interested freshmen can lay down a foundation in their areas of interest so that they can be equipped
as soon as possible to take full advantage of more esoteric higher‐level programs. Prerequisite classes
especially should be available to those who need to take them. Something I'm looking forward to at Evergreen
is taking interdisciplinary programs that show how different fields of thought integrate with my own fields of
interest; however, that doesn't mean I want to spend my time taking programs not even tangentially related to
my goals because I didn't win the rat race that quarter. Secondly, I have seen many mixed perspectives on
Evergreen's culture. This is perhaps a testament to Evergreen's diversity, but I am concerned about how
focused students are on their academics outside of class. I hope to find a niche where people are dedicated to
their learning, rather than just resigning themselves to jumping the series of hoops most formal American
education has been reduced to, but I'm afraid of being lost in a sea of countercultural ennui. I hope my fears
are baseless.
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I wish there were more music production based classes this year offered for freshmen..
Looking for classes/programs to assist me with "investing"
When applying to Evergreen I felt as if I was taking a leap of faith because I don’t know if Evergreen's unique
style of teaching will work out for me. However, I now have more confidence in my ability to adjust to
Evergreen's teaching philosophy
Other
Again, I am very thankful to be accepted. I believe Evergreen was the right choice. Cheers to Megan Daniels.
This is my very first time going out on my own away from my family and friends. So I'm very nervous! Thank
you for this wonderful opportunity!
But why is he named speedy??? Occasionally it was hard to reach people by phone but not terrible or more so
than any other institution.
To be honest, the main reason I love the school is the location. I'm just looking for somewhere quaint and
honest to do my undergrad work.
Very chill environment
Financial
Evergreen seems like a great fit for me ‐ can not overemphasize the importance of narrative evaluations, 16
credit programs, class size, cross discipline approach, and integrated stud abroad. Still unhappy about
frequency of class offerings, lack of course future predictability, and SO‐SR course vs. the well prepared
freshman. And why freshman ‐ how about "first year student"? Not much anyone can do about under state
funding. Extra campus visits demonstrated a great, sober student body, and faculty seem outstanding. Really
looking forward to attending!
This school is heaven. But, the out‐of‐state tuition is out of reach, and I feel it may interfere with my focus
because I have to come up with x amount just to enjoy my education.
I still haven't received my financial aid letter for the fall quarter. What can I do?
College in general
I have two primary concerns with Evergreen so far. Firstly, high demand classes frequently seem to have
inadequate capacity for the students who are interested in them. Introductory, broad‐application courses, such
as Introduction to Natural Science, art courses, and first year language courses, should be provided at a level
where all interested freshmen can lay down a foundation in their areas of interest so that they can be equipped
as soon as possible to take full advantage of more esoteric higher‐level programs. Prerequisite classes
especially should be available to those who need to take them. Something I'm looking forward to at Evergreen
is taking interdisciplinary programs that show how different fields of thought integrate with my own fields of
interest; however, that doesn't mean I want to spend my time taking programs not even tangentially related to
my goals because I didn't win the rat race that quarter. Secondly, I have seen many mixed perspectives on
Evergreen's culture. This is perhaps a testament to Evergreen's diversity, but I am concerned about how
focused students are on their academics outside of class. I hope to find a niche where people are dedicated to
their learning, rather than just resigning themselves to jumping the series of hoops most formal American
education has been reduced to, but I'm afraid of being lost in a sea of countercultural ennui. I hope my fears
are baseless.
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Any other comments you would like to share?
There are people who scoffed at me for choosing to go to Evergreen, but I love the school so far and am proud
of my choice. However, I do wish there was a way that I could help diminish the culture in mainstream high
schools in Washington that feels Evergreen is a 'back up' school, because I feel it's a great exception to the
'normal' college options.
Comments on the survey itself
You should have an option for other under sexuality. It made me very happy that you had an option for other
under gender.
Advising or Orientation
The drugs/alcohol talk at orientation should include basic first aid (i.e. rescue position, what to do if you think
you've been drugged or poisoned, concussion tests, etc.)
Location
To be honest, the main reason I love the school is the location. I'm just looking for somewhere quaint and
honest to do my undergrad work.
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